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Abstract Presence and distribution of ecological barriers
shapes the distribution of migratory birds as well as any
other living organism. In Italy, short-toed snake eagles
(Circaetus gallicus) breed in the northern and western
areas of the peninsula but the species is rare in the south
or the islands. The Italian population of this species
migrates across the Mediterranean at the Strait of
Gibraltar rather than crossing the large stretch of sea
between Sicily and Tunisia. This suggests that, in Italy,
fall migration is oriented south–north and spring
migration north–south. In this paper we test the
hypothesis that the accessibility of the suitable habitat
area along the Italian Peninsula is in relation to the
geographical migration pattern of the studied species.
We integrated information from the movement ecology,
the geography and the traditional ecological features in
order to provide an ecological explanation of the current
biogeographical pattern of our model species. We compared statistical models with and without latitude as a
predictor. Each model was based on ecological and
geographical variables, including land use, prey availability, spatial distribution of environmental elements
(patch analysis), geomorphology, and geography. These
models predict two patterns of suitability for short-toed
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snake eagles in Italy. Our results suggest that the
abundance of this species increases with latitude despite
the existence of large areas of suitable habitat in
southern Italy. We suggest that the actual distribution of
the short-toed snake eagle in Italy is inﬂuenced by the
particular migration path used by this population, supporting the hypothesis that this species is still colonizing
the Italian Peninsula through an unexpected colonization direction from north to south.
Keywords Colonization direction Æ Accessibility Æ
Migratory detour Æ Ecological barriers Æ Short-toed
snake eagle Æ Circaetus gallicus Æ Italy

Introduction
The present distribution of an organism is the result of
the interaction between ecological, movement-related
and geographical features (Cumming et al. 2012). In
particular the ecological niche and the probability of
colonization aﬀect the distributional limits of a species
(Begon et al. 2006). Ecological niche is related to several
diﬀerent factors, including foraging and nesting opportunities. The probability of colonization depends on the
dispersal abilities of the species and its dispersal behaviour, as well as geographic features such as natural
barriers (Alerstam 1990; Tellerı́a et al. 2009). Therefore,
the current biogeographical patterns might be explained
by hypotheses that are related to environmental, morphological and historical data (Cumming et al. 2012).
Europe has been colonized by several species of birds
since the end of the last glacial age about 10,000 years
ago. Several species have colonized areas located at
higher latitudes through a northern extension of their
breeding ranges (Mayr and Meise 1930; Bruderer and
Salewski 2008). From the end of last glaciation, Palaearctic migrants have followed a colonization path from
south to north and were assisted by the process of dispersal (Alerstam 1990; Berthold 2001; Rappole and
Jones 2002).
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The short-toed snake eagle (Circaetus gallicus) is a
widespread summer breeder in Europe and in the
Mediterranean basin and overwinters in a wide area of
Africa south of Sahara (Cramp and Simmons 1980;
Ferguson-Lees and Christie 2001). It is a highly specialized raptor, preying predominantly on snakes (up to
100 %; Ferguson-Lees and Christie 2001); therefore, as
a specialized predator, its distribution should coincide
with the distribution of its prey (Newton 1998). A study
carried out in Spain (Moreno-Rueda and Pizarro 2007)
showed that short-toed snake eagles are found mainly in
areas with shrub-lands, where they can easily locate and
capture their prey, and in forests, which provide suitable
nesting habitat. Eagle presence also correlates with
snake species richness (Moreno-Rueda and Pizarro
2007). Research in Greece also showed that the presence
of short-toed snake eagle is linked to forests for nest
building and to open areas like pasturelands and cultivation for foraging (Bakaloudis et al. 1998, 2005). The
European population of short-toed snake eagle is estimated to be less than 10,000 pairs and its status is Rare;
its low reproductive rate and high diet specialization
makes it vulnerable to extinction (Birdlife International
2004). The population in Italy is estimated to 350–400
breeding pairs (Birdlife International 2004), but recent
counts at some migration hotspots have shown that their
numbers are increasing (Baghino and Premuda 2007;
Panuccio et al. 2012, 2013). Most of the breeding pairs in
Italy are distributed in northern Italy and along the
western slope of central Italy (Campora and Cattaneo
2006). In Southern Italy few tens of pairs do breed but it
seems that the species has been expanding in recent years
(Mellone et al. 2011). The short-toed snake eagle is a
broad-winged raptor that uses soaring-gliding ﬂight rather than powered ﬂight; as a result this species tends to
migrate over land and to avoid water crossing where
thermal currents are absent and it would be forced to use
active ﬂight (Kerlinger 1989). Individuals belonging to
the Italian population migrate both during spring and
autumn across the Strait of Gibraltar (14 km of water
crossing) rather than taking the Central Mediterranean
ﬂyway that is shorter, although the water crossing is
longer (at least 130 km; Agostini et al. 2002a, b, 2004;
Mellone et al. 2011). Similarly, individuals breeding in
Greece migrate through Turkey and cross the sea at
Bosphorus (Panuccio et al. 2012). Since most breeding
pairs of this species in Italy are located along its
migration route, Agostini and Mellone (2008) suggested
that the short-toed snake eagle may still be colonizing
Italy from the western part of its European breeding
range and that, therefore, the population has not yet
reached its carrying capacity.
The distribution of living organisms is a widely
studied subject in ecology but, on the other hand, the
interaction between distribution and migration routes is
a poorly investigated topic. In this paper we test the
hypothesis that the actual distribution of short-toed
snake eagle in Italy reﬂects the colonization history and
is strongly inﬂuenced by the migration route more than

other ecological parameters such as prey availability and
the spatial distribution of vegetation and morphology.
For this purpose in the analysis we considered several
ecological (land use and prey richness), topographic
(altitude), and latitudinal parameters in order to determine which aﬀect the breeding distribution of short-toed
snake eagle in Italy and to determine whether some areas
of Southern Italy are not suitable for short-toed snake
eagles or, although if suitable, they have not been colonized or re-colonized yet.

Methods
Study area
The study was performed in Italy (301,302 km2)
including the large islands of Sicily and Sardinia. On the
01-Jan-2010 the human population was 60,340,328
(ISTAT, website: http://demo.istat.it/pop2010/index.
html). The climate varies considerably with latitude. In
the south it is warm, with almost no rain in summer,
while in the Northern part of the Peninsula temperature
is cool with rainfall more evenly distributed throughout
the year. The mean altitude in Italy is 337 m above sea
level. According to Corine Land Cover 2000, Italy is
composed of 152,435 km2 of cultivated lands (50.6 %),
18,835 km2 of permanent pasture lands (6.3 %),
79,425 km2 of woodlands (26.4 %), 22,555 km2 of
shrubs (7.5 %), 3,827 km2 of wetlands (1.3 %) and
14,340 km2 of urbanized areas (4.8 %). In the lowlands
agriculture is very intensive and devoted mainly to
monoculture, while on the hills and mountains traditional and less intensive agriculture is still practiced although land abandonment is spreading. Mainland Italy
may be divided into four major geographical and vegetational areas: the Alps and the Padana plain in the
north, the Apennines and the coastal slopes (7,456 km
of coastlines) in the center and the south. The Alpine
area is relatively unspoiled, with deciduous, mixed
coniferous forests, alpine pastures above the timberline,
and snowﬁelds and glaciers on higher peaks. The Po
valley is the largest lowland area in Italy, mainly covered
by intensive agriculture. Large areas of the Apennine
mountains are still covered by semi-natural deciduous
forests, mostly oak (Quercus spp.), beech (Fagus sylvatica) and sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa), although large
areas have been cleared for agriculture and pasture.
Coastal areas in Italy are dominated by shrub and in
particular by typical Mediterranean scrub. The protected areas in Italy cover a surface of 13,000 km2
(4.3 %; Brandmayr 2002).
Sampling units
The geographical grid we used to divide the Italian
peninsula in several sampling units is the same used from
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Military Geographical Institute (IGM) to draw the
1:25,000 maps of Italy in UTM projections; we considered 3,541 square cells of 10 · 10 km. Because the Italian peninsula is located over three ‘‘zones’’ of 6 degrees
in latitude, at the transition from one zone to another
the grid is compressed and rotated, so some squares (less
than 5 % of the total) have an area less than 100 km2. A
similar limitation of extension involves also coastal cells.
To avoid eﬀects due to the diﬀerence in size among cells,
we included variables that used percent coverage instead
of absolute cell surface. To determine prey availability
(reptile species richness), we used the grid and data set
used by Sindaco et al. (2006) for the atlas of the reptiles
and amphibians of Italy made available by SHI (Societas Herpetologica Italica).
Presence data of short-toed snake eagle
Short-toed snake eagle presence data was obtained by
consulting several atlas of bird distribution in Italy; we
assumed that the coverage eﬀort for each local atlas was
similar since all atlas were realized following similar
guidelines (Fig. 1; Mingozzi et al. 1988; Fraissinet and
Kalby 1989; Brichetti and Fasola 1990; Meschini and
Frugis 1993; Gruppo Vicentino Studi Ornitologici
‘‘NISORIA’’ 1994; Boano et al. 1995; Ravasini 1995;
Tellini Florenzano et al. 1997; Bon et al. 1999; Gellini
and Ceccarelli 2000; Fracasso et al. 2003; Bordignon
2004; Pedrini et al. 2005; Bionda and Bordignon 2006;
Giacchini 2007; Mezzavilla and Bettiol 2007; Ientile and
Massa 2008; La Gioia 2009) and also by using personal
observations of nest locations. In the atlas, the presence
of species in each sample unit is listed in three ways:
certain, probable and possible, following the indications
of EBCC (Hagemeijer and Blair 1997). In this study, we
considered only the ﬁrst two categories to classify presence. In most cases we used the same grid as that used
in the atlas; when the atlas grid was smaller than ours,
we assigned a presence value to our cell if at least one of
the atlas cells were included in our sampling units. At the
end of data collecting we had 94 cells (10 · 10 km) with
presence data.
Predictive variables
To model the relationship between habitat features and
short-toed snake eagle presence, we ﬁrst considered 30
environmental variables (Table S1) grouped into 5 categories: land use, prey availability, spatial distribution of
environmental elements (patch analysis), geomorphology, and geography (latitude and longitude). Variables
representing land use were obtained by Corine Land
Cover 2000 to the third level. We ﬁrst grouped land use
categories that had similar ecological signiﬁcance for the
study species into seven new variables: forests, shrubs,
crops and orchards, meadows and pastures, populated
areas, bare rock, and wetlands. For each cell we calcu-

Fig. 1 Distribution map of short-toed snake eagle in Italy,
according to the data compilation from diﬀerent local atlases.
Each dot denotes presence in a 10 · 10 km2

lated the percentage coverage of land use variables. Prey
availability was measured as the number of reptile species (snakes and lizards, excluding Gekkonidae for lack
of daytime activities of this family) present in each cell.
Data on the presence of reptiles were derived from the
atlas of Sindaco et al. (2006). Analysis of the spatial
distribution of land use patches was carried out with the
Esri ArcMap 9.2 Patch Analyst extension (Rempel and
Carr 1999). This analysis investigates the geometry of
selected patches (here, land use polygons) and perimeters (for details on these measures see Elkie et al. 1999).
Data on the geomorphology were derived from digital
elevation model (DEM) of Italy with a spatial resolution
of 250 m. In each cell six measures of altitude were
calculated: minimum, maximum, average, median,
standard deviation, and the coeﬃcient of variation.
Geographical variables were represented by values of
latitude and longitude of the cell centroid. In particular
we used the latitude as a proxy of the distance from the
main migration route of the studied species. Finally we
squared the following variables to evaluate if the values
of forest cover, mean altitude and mean patch fractal
dimension were non-monotonically related to the suitability of the study area for the short-toed snake eagle.
Statistical models and procedure
We compared models with and without latitude as a
predictor to test the hypothesis that our studied species
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is still colonizing Italy along north–south gradient. Here
following are the details of the procedure we followed to
build the diﬀerent models.
We ﬁrst tested for collinearity of variables within the
categories inside the sampling units in order to select
variables to use in the models. To do this we tested the
normality of variables with Kolmogorov–Smirnov test,
and if any variables were not normally distributed we
transformed the data (square root, arcsine or natural
logarithm depending on the variable). We used a logistic
regression to test which predictive variables aﬀect the
distribution of the species in Italy. In order to verify
which variables inﬂuenced the presence of short-toed
snake eagles we compared variables in squares with
presence data (n = 94) with the same number of cells
without presence (n = 94); these cells were randomly
selected among those in which the species was not
present according to the distribution reported in the
atlas we consulted. We also generated new variables by
squaring those variables that were non-monotonically
related to the presence of the species. We retained a
priori the latitude as predictor since it is in our starting
hypothesis, but also the three variables that have been
previously considered signiﬁcant in explaining shorttoed snake eagles presence. These variables are: prey
availability, proportion of forests, proportion of shrubs
(Sánchez-Zapata and Calvo 1999; Bustamante and
Seoane 2004; Bakaloudis et al. 2005; Moreno-Rueda
Table 1 Variables used to perform logistic regression
Category

Variables

Land use

Proportion of meadows and pastures
Proportion of crops and orchards
Proportion of forests
(Proportion of forests)2
Proportion of shrubs
Number of reptile species
(snakes and lizards)
Mean patch edge
Mean patch fractal dimension
(Mean patch fractal dimension)2
Mean altitude
(Mean altitude)2
Latitude

Prey availability
Spatial distribution of
environmental elements
(land use—patch analysis)
Geomorphology
Geography

and Pizarro 2007; López-Iborra et al. 2011). After that
we tested 23 random combination of models (all containing those four retained variables) excluding those
variables who were auto-correlated. The starting set of
variables for the logistic regression is shown in Table 1.
Model selection was made choosing the model with the
smallest value of Akaike information criterion (AIC;
Manly et al. 2002). As model B we run the same selected
model without the latitude as predictor. In the models
we forced all of the chosen variables in the same run
with the Enter method in SPSS software.
We then obtained a value of probability of presence
between 0 and 1 for each cell that varies depending on
the model and we used this diﬀerence to compare each
model including ‘‘Y_CENTR’’ and the corresponding
model without this variable.
Moreover, to test the results of logistic regression
models we generated a further model based on boosted
regression trees analysis (BRT). Unlike the logistic
regression, BRT ﬁts a large number of relatively simple
models which are then combined for prediction. BRT
uses two algorithms: regression trees and boosting builds
and combines a collection of models (De’ath and Fabricius 2000; Friedman et al. 2000; Schapire 2003;
Leathwick et al. 2006; Elith et al. 2006, 2008). For the
BRT model we used the same variables used in the
regression model and we chose the best model selected
according to lower deviance value and the area under
curve (AUC) of its receiver operating characteristic
(ROC).

Results
Variables used to run the analysis are shown in Table 1.
The best model (Model A) with the lowest value of AIC
included nine variables (Table 2). This model achieved
an overall value of correct percentage of 77.7 % (84.1 %
for absence and 64.9 % for presence). The AUC value of
the ROC curve was 0.848. We tested the same model
without the latitudinal variable; this second model
(Model B) showed a higher AIC value and included
eight variables (Table 2). This model achieved an overall
value of correct percentage of 74.5 % (81.5 % for ab-

Table 2 Logistic regression statistics (Wald), parameter estimates (B) and signiﬁcance (P) of the variables included in the short-toed snake
eagle distribution Model A and B, in Italy
Model A
B
Latitude
Mean altitude
(Mean altitude)2
Proportion of forest
(Proportion of forest)2
Number of reptile species
Proportion of shrubs
Mean patch fractal dimension
(Mean patch fractal dimension)2

0.000
0.001
0.000
10.547
8.895
0.185
1.937
534.33
201.555

Model B
Wald

P

20.655
1.943
3.280
22.306
13.975
19.102
2.785
0.766
0.738

0.000
0.163
0.070
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.095
0.381
0.390

B
–
0.002
0.000
10.960
8.390
0.212
488.816
187.219
0.308

Wald

P

–
3.453
8.125
24.842
12.763
28.727
0.061
0.710
0.704

–
0.063
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.805
0.399
0.402
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sence and 60.4 % for presence); the AUC value of the
ROC curve was 0.824. Using the results of these two
models we created two diﬀerent distribution maps of
probability. Model A, which includes latitude as a variable, predicts that the potential distribution of shorttoed snake eagles is mainly restricted to central and
northern Italy (Fig. 2a). By contrast, Model B, which
does not include latitude as a variable, predicts a wider
potential distribution that includes southern Italy
(Fig. 2b).
Similarly, plotting the probability of occurrence of
short-toed snake eagles in the sample units in relation to
latitude, a clear diﬀerence between the two models appears. Model B predicted a more homogeneous probability of species distribution along the latitudinal
gradient (Fig. 3b). On the other hand, according to the
same model tested with latitude as predictor, the probability of occurrence of the studied species is restricted to
the northern and the central part of the Italian peninsula (Fig. 3a).
The model obtained using boosted regression trees
(deviance = 0.244, deviance Cross-validation estimate = 0.161; SE = 0.006) conﬁrmed that the three
most important predictive variables for the presence of
short-toed snake eagle are latitude, mean altitude and
the number of prey species (Fig. 4). For all these
parameters, increasing values increased the ﬁtted function of the model. Plotting the interaction between the
mean altitude and the number of prey species we obtained a maximum ﬁtted value of 0.57 (Fig. 5) in correspondence of the large number of species and a
medium–high value at mean altitude. The increase of
value of the forest variable was also linked to an increase
in model ﬁtting despite its low contribution in the model.

Discussion
Ecological parameters
This study shows that, of the variables that potentially
aﬀect the breeding distribution of the short-toed snake
eagle, the strongest predictors are prey richness, forests,
and the mean altitude of the territory. This result was
obtained using both models A and B as well as the
boosted regression tree model. Forests are important for
short-toed snake eagles because the species nests in these
habitats; this is in agreement with previous research
(Sánchez-Zapata and Calvo 1999; Bustamante and
Seoane 2004; Bakaloudis et al. 2005; López-Iborra et al.
2011). As shown by the high Wald value of the variable
‘‘square root forest’’ (Table 2), the increase of forested
areas is important for the presence of short-toed snake
eagles; however, there is a threshold value beyond which
the extension of forests becomes limiting for this species,
since snake eagles hunt in open areas where reptilian
prey are probably abundant and most accessible (see
Moreno-Rueda and Pizarro 2007; Bakaloudis 2009;
López-Iborra et al. 2011). Mean altitude may be

Fig. 2 Probability classes of the short-toed snake eagle distribution
according to Model A (a) and Model B (b) in Italy

important in the BRT model because, in Italy, forests
are almost absent from lowlands, such as the Po valley,
and because agriculture on the Italian plains is intensive (monoculture). Therefore, lower altitudes do not
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studied species in the study area (i.e. number of reptile
species and proportion of forests).
The role of the latitude

Fig. 3 The probability of occurrence of short-toed snake eagles at
diﬀerent latitudes in the two diﬀerent models with (a) and without
(b) latitude variable

provide suitable nesting habitat for short-toed snake
eagles in Italy. Prey richness was the other variable that
explained eagle distribution in all models. A previous
study of short-toed snake eagles in southern Spain found
a relationship between the presence of eagles and species
richness of reptiles (Moreno-Rueda and Pizarro 2007).
Despite its high trophic specialization, the short-toed
snake eagle behaves as a taxonomic generalist within this
prey type, and selects optimal prey sizes regardless of the
species (Gil and Pleguezuelos 2001).
What factors, then, explain the correlation between
prey species richness and eagle distribution? Diﬀerent
hypotheses have been proposed to explain this correlation. One possibility is that the abundance of reptile
individuals correlates with reptile species richness and
the abundance of individuals determines the presence of
raptors (Evans et al. 2005; Moreno-Rueda and Pizarro
2007). Intra- and inter-species interactions have also
been proposed. It has also been hypothesized that the
presence of short-toed snake eagles increases reptile
species richness by controlling the most abundant species and reducing the intensity of competition in the
reptile community through a top-down process (Moreno-Rueda and Pizarro 2007).
Diﬀerently from previous research, our model did not
reveal shrubland to be an important variable. This may
be because other variables have a higher importance in
explaining the probability of the occurrence of the

In our ﬁrst Model (A) latitude also had a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on the breeding distribution of short-toed snake
eagles in Italy. Its eﬀect is the opposite of that documented in Spain (López-Iborra et al. 2011), where latitudinal increase was shown to have a negative eﬀect on
the distribution of the species. By contrast, we found
that eagle presence seems to increase with latitude.
However, the distribution of the short-toed snake eagle
in Europe does not lead to the conclusion that latitude
could have, at a continental scale, the eﬀect showed in
the model A. In fact, this eagle is widely distributed in
southern Europe at the same latitude of southern Italy in
Spain, Greece and Turkey (Handrinos and Akriotis
1997; Mañosa 2003; Kirwan et al. 2008). In addition,
our model B clearly showed that large areas, especially
in the southernmost part of the peninsula, are suitable
for this species although the known distribution, showed
by data available for Italy, is well represented by the
map obtained with the Model A. The discrepancy between model B and the actual distribution of the shorttoed snake eagle in Italy (well reﬂected by Model A)
could result from the interaction between the motion
capacity of the species and the geography of the Italian
Peninsula. The Central Mediterranean is a dispersal
barrier for this species, since short-toed snake eagles
avoid crossing large bodies of water during migration by
using soaring-gliding ﬂight over land (Agostini et al.
2002a, b; Mellone et al. 2011; Panuccio et al. 2012). The
majority of birds breeding in Italy migrate to and from
Africa through the Strait of Gibraltar; in spring they
arrive in Italy about 1,000 km NW of southern regions
of the Peninsula via southern France. As suggested by
previous research (Agostini and Mellone 2008), the actual distribution in Italy may reﬂect the particular
migration path used by this population. Considering the
increasing number of breeding pairs and of the occupied
territories in central and southern Italy (Baghino and
Premuda 2007; Mellone et al. 2011), our results support
the hypothesis that short-toed snake eagles are still
colonizing the country moving from north to south of
the peninsula primarily along its western slope. However, we cannot exclude that the increasing number of
the short-toed snake eagle in Italy reﬂects a recovery
from a previous reduction of the population (i.e. conservationist eﬀort, urbanization) but also in this case our
results indicate that the latitudinal gradient could explain the actual distribution of the species.
Does the distribution reﬂect the colonization process?
All the above considerations lead us to further
questions: from where is the short-toed snake eagle
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Fig. 4 Variation in probability occurrence of short-toed snake eagle predicted by BRT model (Y latitude, ALTM mean altitude, NSP
number of reptile species, CVALT standard deviation of altitude, FOR2 square root forests, FOR forests, COLINT crops and orchards,
ARB shrubs, PRAPAS meadows and pastures, ED urbanized areas)

Fig. 5 Prediction surface of the decision tree realized combining
the two main predictor variables of the model: mean altitude
(ALTM) and the prey species richness (NSP)

colonizing the Italian peninsula? What is the original
range distribution of short-toed snake eagle? These are
topics linked to the origin of the Palearctic-African
migration system and of migration itself. Most authors
agree that birds started to migrate from tropical to
temperate areas (Alerstam 1990; Rappole 1995; Safriel
1995; Berthold 2001; Rappole and Jones 2002; BöhningGaese and Oberrath 2003; Jahn et al. 2004). According
to this hypothesis, migration is an adaptation of tropical
birds to use seasonally abundant resources in temperate
regions in order to optimize breeding success or to avoid
seasonal resource depression (Alerstam 1990; Rappole
1995; Rappole and Jones 2002; Alerstam et al. 2003).
Alerstam and Enckell (1979) indicate that competition in Africa savannas during the breeding season was
a prerequisite for the evolution of the Palearctic-African migration system. Glaciations were also events of
paramount importance in the evolution of migrations.
During cold glacial phases, the earth surface available
for many bird species drastically decreased (Moreau
1972). Since the northern polar front shifted south,
temperate forests and bush vegetation were reduced;
furthermore the range extension of tundra, deserts and
steppes reduced the Mediterranean and the tropical
vegetation to a minimum (Hooghiemstra et al. 2006;
Bruderer and Salewski 2008). During interglacial
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periods, including the current one, ancestral species
diverged into what are known as ‘‘twin’’ species, distinctly sedentary, partially migrants and completely
migrants (Berthold 2001; Rappole, 2005). Rappole and
Jones (2002) provide evidence that most species that
currently migrate descended from tropical residents.
For the Palearctic-African migration system, 42 of 185
species of migrants (23 %) have conspeciﬁc populations
that breed in the Tropics while 139 (75 %) have
Tropical-breeding congeners (Rappole and Jones 2002).
Of the snake eagles (Circaetus spp.), only the shorttoed snake eagle is a complete migrant while the other
ﬁve species (Beaudouin’s snake eagle, C. beaudouini,
black-chested snake eagle, C. pectoralis, brown snake
eagle, C. cinereus, east African snake eagle, C. fasciolatus, banded snake eagle, C. cinerascens) live in tropical
Africa and are mainly resident (Ferguson-Lees and
Christie 2001). However, it is hard to generalize a
model like the southern-home theory since birds continuously adapt their migratory behavior according to
changes in resource availability (Bruderer and Salewski
2008). In fact, the current migratory system began
evolving about 15,000 years ago at the end of the last
glaciation and is still evolving; the consequence of this
process is not fully predictable (Berthold 2001). Rappole and Jones (2002) proposed a mechanism for the
evolution of long distance migration, via gradual colonization at the edge of the breeding range furthest
from the wintering area, with populations on the edges
more exposed to extinction risk. Consistently with this
hypothesis, we suggest that the Italian population of
the short-toed snake eagles should be considered as
part of a metapopulation comprising those of Western
Europe (France, Spain). Small and isolated populations
of southern Italy, despite the increasing number, could
be considered as small patches of this metapopulation
system cut oﬀ from the bulk of the population of
Western Europe. As a matter of fact, distribution and
abundance of migrants could be inﬂuenced by the cost
of reaching areas located far away from the main
migratory pathways (Henningsson and Alerstam 2005a,
b; Tellerı́a et al. 2009) and several studies show that
isolation could lead small and periphery patches to
local extinction (Lomolino et al. 1989; Peltonen and
Hanski 1991; Hanski et al. 1995; Whitcomb et al. 1996;
Smith and Gilpin 1997; Thomas and Hanski 1997;
Hanski 1998; Dunham and Rieman 1999; Clinchy et al.
2002; Wahlberg et al. 2002). In support of this
hypothesis, historical data conﬁrm that the short-toed
snake eagle was breeding in areas of southern continental Italy and Sicily at least until the end of the 19th
century (Salvadori 1872; Lucifero 1898; Arrigoni degli
Oddi 1929) while current data show that it is no longer
found in those areas. Its failure to re-colonize the
southernmost areas of Italy may, therefore, be due to
the distance from the center of its current metapopulation range. In this scenario, we predict that this trend
will lead to increasing occupancy in the future in
southern Italy but, being at the edge of population

distribution, it is likely that density remains lower than
in Northwestern Italy, despite the availability of suitable areas for this species.

Conclusions
The direction of migration is the result of natural
selection; for this reason it is likely that only migration
routes leading to survival areas and avoiding ecological
barriers are favored by natural selection through an
increasing of survival rates and ﬁtness. Therefore, it is
expected that migratory populations may follow their
historical expansion route (Salewski and Bruderer 2007),
and the main migration ﬂyways of short-toed snake
eagles breeding in Europe may restrict accessibility to
and colonization of other potential breeding regions
(Henningsson and Alerstam 2005a, b). The southerly
direction of colonization of Italy performed by shorttoed snake eagle suggests that birds facing a natural
barrier show behavioural plasticity leading to unexpected migratory and colonization directions.
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